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On October 10, 2018, the U.S. Postal Service filed its Notice of Market Dominant

Price Adjustment, scheduling a rate adjustment to be implemented on January 27, 2019.  On

October 11, 2018, the Postal Regulatory Commission issued Order No. 4851, “Notice and

Order on Rate Adjustments and Classification Changes for Market Dominant Products,”

seeking comments by October 30, 2018. 

Valpak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc., and The Valpak Franchise Association, Inc.

(hereinafter “Valpak”) hereby submit these joint Comments in response to the Postal Service’s

Notice.

Valpak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc. has been in business for over 50 years and is

one of the largest direct mail companies in North America, pioneering the concept of local

cooperative mail in the United States.  Valpak operates through franchises in nearly every state

and across Canada.  Valpak’s franchisees are local independent businesses, with employees

who live and work in towns across America.  Valpak Franchise Association, Inc. is an

association representing the interests of the independent Valpak franchisees.
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Each year, the Postal Service delivers almost a half billion of Valpak’s familiar blue

envelopes containing some 20 billion money-saving offers throughout the country, exclusively

using the Postal Service.  Valpak helps American families save money, especially in tough

economic times.  Each year, it assists more than 54,000 advertisers in promoting their products

and services — with emphasis on small businesses — the lifeblood of the American economy. 

I. The Postal Service Increase in the Full-Service Intelligent Mail Discount Makes
Sense.

The Schedule of Mail Classification changes appended to the Postal Service Notice

reveals that the Postal Service is increasing the Full-service Intelligent Mail discount for

Marketing Mail products from 1 cent to 3 cents.  This increased discount may be used by

HD/Sat Letters, HD Flats, Carrier Route (letters and flats), Letters (automation letters only),

and Flats (automation flats only).  This increase brings the discount to the same level

previously offered to First-Class Mail (automation letters, automation postcards, automation

flats).  

The Postal Service explains that this increase was made “to encourage the use of Full-

Service Intelligent Mail.”  Notice at 18, n.23.  In discussing certain workshare discounts, the

Postal Service states that “intelligent Mail barcodes ... improv[e] operational efficiency.”  Id.

at 18.  Valpak agrees.  

This increase in the discount for Marketing Mail will encourage even more mailers to

enter more mail using Full-Service Intelligent Mail, consistent with PAEA Factor 13 which

mentions “promoting intelligent mail.”  39 U.S.C. section 3622(c).  That will improve
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operational efficiency, and it will help all users of Full-Service Intelligent Mail offset the

additional costs they incur to qualify for the discount.

II.  The Postal Service Correctly Has Mitigated the Negative Rate Shock Effect of
Workshare Discount Correction on Mailers and the Postal Service, but the
Commission Also Could Help.

The Postal Service is again moving toward reducing the workshare dropship discounts

for several Marketing Mail products, including High Density and Saturation (“HD/Sat”)

Letters, that exceeds costs avoided.  Valpak supports the Postal Service’s effort to spread the

correction over a number of pricing adjustments to mitigate rate shock for mailers. 

After the Postal Service discovered that there was an error in calculating the workshare

discount cost avoided for the drop-shipped letters, the Postal Service has worked to temper the

speed at which it corrects the workshare discount problem by both phasing in the corrections

over several years.  As painful as the correction has been, mailers appreciate the Postal

Service’s efforts to ease that pain.

In Docket No. ACR2017, the Postal Service explained its solution to the problem as

follows:

In Docket Nos. ACR 2016 and R2018-1, the Commission accepted the Postal
Service’s reliance on 39 U.S.C. § 3622(e)(2)(B) to justify these passthroughs,
contingent on the Postal Service’s adherence to a plan to reduce passthroughs by
10 percentage points in each market dominant rate case.  The Postal Service
continues to justify these passthroughs pursuant to 39 U.S.C. § 3622(e)(2)(B); it
plans to recommend to the Governors reduction in the passthroughs of at least
10 percentage points in the next market dominant rate case, subject to adequate
pricing flexibility, operational efficiencies, and changes in cost avoidance.  [FY
2017 ACR at 22-23.]  

The Commission again approved this method of adjustment of the workshare discount

over time in the FY 2017 ACD:
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The Commission finds that a substantial one-time reduction in the passthroughs
would likely adversely affect users and that the Postal Service took adequate
steps in Docket No. R2018-1 to phase out these excessive passthroughs. Thus,
the Commission finds that these discounts were adequately justified pursuant to
39 U.S.C. § 3622(e)(2)(B) in FY 2017. The Commission expects the Postal
Service to align discounts with avoided costs consistent with its plan. If the
Postal Service deviates from its plan, it must provide a detailed analysis and
explanation in support of that deviation.  [FY 2017 ACD at 37.]

In this Docket, the Postal Service again has done what the Commission expected,

making at least a 10 percentage point reduction in the overstated discount for destination

entered HD/Sat Letters.  

In addition to mitigating rate shock, there are other reasons to moderate price increases. 

First, there may well be a significant difference between costs actually avoided by dropshipped

mail, and measured costs thought to be avoided by dropshipped mail.  There have been studies

which have demonstrated that a top-down costing approach fails to capture all of the costs

avoided by worksharing.1  Certainly, it would be a mistake to raise rates precipitously, to

create even greater rate shock, to reach a 100 percent passthrough based on estimates which

may well understate costs avoided.  Valpak would urge the Commission to continue to allow

that process to continue in this measured manner as the Postal Service proposed in Docket No.

R2019-1, consistent with its previous approvals in Docket Nos. ACR2017, R2018-1, and

ACR2016.  

1  See, e.g., Dr. John Haldi & William J. Olson, “An Evaluation of U.S. Postal Service
Worksharing:  Postal Revenues and Costs from Workshared Activities,” Competitive
Transformation of the Postal and Delivery Sector, (Eleventh Conference on Postal and
Delivery Economics Rutgers University Center for Research in Regulated Industries, Toledo,
Spain, June 4-7, 2003).  

http://www.lawandfreedom.com/site/publications/Compare.pdf
http://www.lawandfreedom.com/site/publications/Compare.pdf
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Additionally, this docket again demonstrates the rigidity of current workshare discount

limitations and the need for the Commission to modernize the workshare discount limitation

formula in the 10-year Review Rulemaking (Docket No. RM2017-3) that presents the

Commission with an opportunity to provide the Postal Service much-needed flexibility with

respect to price products in a way that motivates mailers to share the workload of the Postal

Service and to enter mail that is more efficient for all parties to handle.  In that docket, Valpak

urged the Commission to adopt a wider band of cost savings passthroughs than proposed.  See

Docket No. RM2017-3, Valpak Initial Comments at 18-19; Valpak Reply Comments at 18-23. 

This would bring more of the already reduced workshare discounts toward compliance, while

minimizing any further rate shock from the need to change passthroughs for SCF-entered

letters.  This would also provide more pricing flexibility to the Postal Service to encourage

more workshare activity, especially in light of workshare discounts that are calculated using

cost model inputs some of which were developed over 20 years ago.  See USPS OIG Audit

Report, “Marketing Mail Letters Workshare Discounts,” Report No. CP-AR-18-006 (Aug. 1,

2018).

III. The Postal Service’s Notice of Pricing Does Not Meet the Statutory Factors and
Objectives for Marketing Mail.

Although the Postal Service is permitted a measure of “pricing flexibility” and may

make “changes of unequal magnitude within, between, or among classes of mail,”2 there are

other factors and objectives that PAEA directs must be balanced as part of the Commission’s

regulation of price setting.  Among these are a “just and reasonable schedule of rates,” an

2  39 U.S.C. § 3622(b)(8).
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“increase in transparency,” and “simple, identifiable relationships between the rates or fees

charged the various classes.”  Also, 39 U.S.C. § 101(c), incorporated into pricing reviews by

Factor 14, requires that costs be apportioned on a “fair and equitable basis.”

The Marketing Mail Class contains seven products that have widely divergent cost

coverages, and in this docket, the Postal Service has proposed changes of dramatically unequal

magnitude.  The Postal Service’s pricing, however, provides almost no transparency into its

ratesetting process as it continues to price in an unjust and unreasonable manner.

HD/Saturation Letters had the highest cost coverage of any major Marketing Mail

product in the most recent ACD at 212.3 percent, and yet it is being given the largest price

increase among the major products at 3.817 percent.  HD/Saturation Flats & Parcels had a

cost coverage of 157.5 percent and also has the second highest proposed price increase among

the major products at 3.556 percent.  The Marketing Mail CPI increase is 2.479 percent, but

the price increases for HD/Saturation Letters and HD/Saturation Flats & Parcels are 154

percent and 143 percent of the average Marketing Mail class increase, respectively.  On the

other hand, the Postal Service has increased Flats by 106 percent of CPI and projected

increasing Marketing Mail Flats at the pace of 105 percent of available pricing authority (CPI-

U x 1.05) for the next three years.  See Notice at 16. 
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Table I
Marketing Mail Unit Revenues by Product

Current & Noticed Prices

Current
(cents)

R2019-1
(cents)

Change % of Class
Increase

FY 2017
Coverage

HD/Sat Letters 16.0 16.6 3.817% 154% 212.3%

HD/Sat Flats &
Parcels

17.6 18.3 3.556% 143% 157.5%

Carrier Route 26.7 26.9 0.733% 30% 124.3%

Letters 20.9 21.4 2.382% 96% 195.4%

Flats 41.0 42.0 2.621% 106% 74.0%

Parcels 121.0 124.2 2.691% 109% 64.5%

EDDM-R 21.6 22.1 2.479% 204% 268.7%

The Commission can only speculate the reasons the Postal Service has given its two

HD/Saturation products such substantial increases because the Postal Service did not even

mention it in its explanation.  By contrast, the Postal Service briefly explains the above-

average increases for the other three Marketing Mail products.  For the barely-above-average

increase for Marketing Mail Flats (106 percent the size of the overall increase), the Postal

Service acknowledges that the product is underwater and claims that the increase “should

improve cost coverage over the long term ... [a]ssuming that the average cost per piece does

not change drastically.”  Notice at 15.  Unit cost3 is now so high above unit revenue4 (losing

13.5 cents per piece) that an average price increase for Flats will not cover an average increase

3  Unit cost for Flats was $0.520 in FY 2017.

4  Unit revenue was $0.385 in FY 2017.
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in cost.  In other words, for every 1 percent increase in unit cost, unit revenue needs to

increase by 1.351 percent just to cover that cost increase.  A 2.3 percent increase in costs

would require a price increase of 2.971 percent, well above the increase proposed for Flats.

The Postal Service explained that Marketing Mail Parcels also received a barely-above-

average increase (109 percent of the overall increase) because it also is underwater.  Id. at 16. 

The Postal Service even explains the “significant above-average” increase for EDDM-R (204

percent of the overall increase), simply stating that the increase follows on “two consecutive

below-average price increases.”  Id.  As to an explanation for the significant above-average

increases for HD/Saturation Letters and HD/Saturation Flats & Parcels, none is given at all.

In fact, the significant increases for the HD/Saturation products makes no sense either

on a cost basis or on a demand basis.  The Postal Service previously reported that the own-

price elasticity of HD/Saturation Letters -0.748, significantly higher than Marketing Mail

Flats’, which is -0.578.  See Postal Service Econometric Estimates of Demand Elasticity for

All Postal Products, FY 2017 (Jan. 19, 2018).  Despite this data, the Postal Service is careful

to apply increases that are barely compliant with the Commission’s FY 2010 ACD directive for

above-average increases for Flats, while it further burdens an already burdened HD/Saturation

Letters (with the highest 212.3 percent coverage), which is significantly more elastic.  The

Postal Service’s pricing strategy cannot be based on demand factors.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the product with the lowest price increase is

Carrier Route — a product with increasing unit costs and a declining cost coverage over recent

years.  At an average increase of 0.733 percent, Carrier Route’s proposed price adjustment is

less than one-third of the overall percentage increase.  Yet, as the Commission has noted in its
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last ACD, when Carrier Route and Flats are considered together, they have a combined

negative unit contribution (a.k.a., a unit loss) for both of FY 2016 and FY 2017.  See FY

2017 ACD at 58, Figure III-3.  The prices proposed will make losses for these combined

products even greater.

Thus, the prices proposed for Marketing Mail products are not “fair and equitable” and

they do not maximize the Postal Service’s net revenue (Objective 5).  Moreover, they violated

the mandate to have above-average pricing to get at least to break even for Flats.  See FY 2010

ACD at 106.  Hopefully, the Commission will correct this continuing problem in its 10-Year

Review rulemaking (Docket No. RM2017-3).

IV. The 2019 Promotions Are Likely to Encourage Mailer Innovation.

In 2018, the Postal Service was unable to offer any promotions for Marketing Mail, but

the Postal Service is bringing several earlier promotions back in 2019 as well as creating

others.  See Notice at 23-24.  Even though Senate confirmation of the two Postal Service

Governors only recently occurred, the Postal Service has given considerable advance notice of

the promotions as it will offer.  Such advance notice for business mailers is necessary to enable

to them to plan ahead and use the promotions to the best effect.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/
____________________________
William J. Olson
Jeremiah L. Morgan
WILLIAM J. OLSON, P.C.
370 Maple Avenue West, Suite 4
Vienna, Virginia  22180-5615
(703) 356-5070
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Counsel for:
  Valpak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc. and
  The Valpak Franchise Association, Inc. 


